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Soph0tnore drowns
while canoeing at
a lake ·in Plymouth
Trip turns out deadly for 20-year-old
UCF student Scott R. Zimmerman
by Mary Watkins
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

}

A UCF sophomore drowned Saturday while canoeing with his fraternity
brothers on a camping trip at YMCA
CarnpWewa.
According to the Orange County
Sheriffs Office, Scott R. Zimmerman,
20, of the Sigma Chi Fraternity
drowned in a lak~ in Plymouth, Fla.
Sigma Chi President Steve Casel
said the trip was one last chance to get
away before classes started.
Today, the Sigma Chi brothers
mourn the loss of a friend.
According to Casel, Zimmerman fell
out of a canoe and he was not wearing
a life jacket.
Casel said Zimmerman had a life
preserver but lost hold of it.
"About 25 of us dove in after him but
the water was 30-35 feet deep with zero
visibility," Casel said.

Casel also said no alcohol or drugs
were involved in the incident.
Public Information Officer Denise
Gainer said the Orange County
Sheriff's Office was notified at 4:30
p.m. of the drowning.
The Orange County Fire Department and Chase I Helicopter could not
find Zimmerman.
Gainer said professional divers
eventually found Zimmerman's body
75 yards from shore after several hours
of searching.
Sigma Chi members attended
classes Monday wearing their fraternity T-shirts inside out in tribute to
Zimmerman.
On Tuesday, Sigma Chi members
and friends fi11ed two UCF vans and
traveled to Boca Rato for funeral services.
On Wednesday afternoon, Sigma
Chi held a memorial service for Zimmerman at Lake Claire.

RING TOSS
Carl Palomino (left) watches as Laura Keith tries her luck Monday at a ring toss game
at the Snapples drink booth. The booth was part of Campus Fest '90.

Court date set for student
charged with April murder

)

by Lauren Curtis
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Bryan Charles Staeger, a
UCF student charged for the
fatal attack on another UCF
student last spring, will go to
trial Sept. 10, according to
Detective John Linnert of the
Orange County Sheriff's Department.
Staeger turned himselfin to
the Orange County Jail April
11.

Staeger was released on

$20,000 bond and charged
with the second-degree murder of 23-year-old Wayne Steven Austin.
The attack occurred April 6
outside of Hot Shots Billiards
& Games on the corner of
Alafaya Trail and Colonial
Drive.
Austin, a hemophiliac, was
karate-kicked in the head,
according to a witness.
Austin consequently suffered a massive brain hemorrhage.

After immediate brain surgery at Orlando General Hospital, Austin went into a coma.
He died two days later on April
8.

"The attack was without
provocation and of a senseless
nature," according to the police
report filed with the Sheriffs
department.
After numerous statements
from witnesses of the attack,
deputies said they felt they
had probable cause to charge
Staeger.

Education majors get most A's;
Engineering students rank lowest
by Heidi Steiner
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

BEACH BALL
UCF senior Kenny Engels bloc~s a spike by Jimmy Overton Sunday
during a volleyball game on Daytona Beach.

UCF's fall 1989 grade list
summary shows that education majors have the highest
success rate in their courses.
Engineering majors rank lowest.
"Education majors are usually well-qualified from the
beginning. and expectations
are higher," William Johnson,
dean of Education, said. "It's
not just a local phenomena.
Most universities have a

higher pattern of A!s in their
Education Departments."
In the education field, 71.8
percent of all UCF graduates
maintained A's.
The College of Health and
Professional Studies followed
with 53.6 percent A!s. The
College of Arts and Sciences
obtained 44.0 percent, and the
College of Business Administration followed with 41.5
percent.
Engineers placed last with
a 40. 7 percentage of them
earning A's.

Dr. Gary E. Whitehouse,
dean of the College of Engineering, said he feels grading
is more conservative in the
engineering department.
"The accreditation team is
more concerned about what
grades are given and the history of the grade in that clas's,"
Whitehouse said. "We're
aware of that and are more
conscious of being conservative. I'm not aware of these students being penalized. Across
see GRADES page 5
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College bans
dar;1celine - it
degrades girls
Staff Report
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

The University of Minnesota danceline, banished
in June by an administrator who said the group is
degrading to !\'Omen, has been revived, at least temporarily.
The spirit group's future now is in the hands of a
university task force, which will examine the future
of the dance line and "a lot ofissues regarding women
and women on campus," said Task Force Chairperson
Mary Louise Fellows, a law professor at the school.
Minnesota is the second campus in three months
to consider banishing a dancing spirit group.
Last spring, a University of Illinois task force on
sexual violence called for, among other things1 the
dissolution of the dancing Illinettes.
At Minnesota1 Vice President for External Relations Rick Heydringer abruptly suspended the
danceline's performances at men's athletic events
SP.e DANCE page 6

•

HURRY UP AND WAIT
UCF Students wait in line in front of the UCF Bookstore in the Bookstore Mall Monday. The bookstore adjusted
its operating hours to accommodate the book-buying rush during the first week of class.

Newsclips~i~~~~~~~~==~~~~~~
ciation of Purchasing ManageThe deadline to file an "In- rnent and by the National
tent to Graduate" form for fall Contract Management Asso1990 is Friday at the ciation.
Registrar's Office.
For information and registration applications, call 275• NEW ASST. DEAN
2446.
Dr. Bruce Whisler recently
accepted the position as assis- •HELPLINE CLASS
tant dean of the College of Arts
The Central Florida
and Sciences, according to Helpline is offering a "People
Dean Edward P. Sheridan.
Helper" training course on
Last year1 Whisler served Monday mornings and Tuesas interim assistant dean of day evenings beginning Sept.
the college and fully reorgan- 17 and 18.
The Monday morning class
ized the budget process, winning the respect of several will be held from 9 a.m. until
chairpeople in the college.
noon at the Faith Assembly
Church of Orlando.
The Tuesday evening class
• LEXIS PREVIEW
The UCFLibrary will offer a willbeofferedfrom 7p.m. until
demonstration of their LEXIS 10 p.m. at the WTGL-TV52
computer system from 10 a.m. television studio.
The purpose of the course is
to noon Aug. 30 in Room 235A
to train individuals to use betof the library.
The LEXIS service is a ter listening and helping skills
computer-assisted legal re- that can be used in everyday
~earch service offering access situations, as well as in a ~ri
sis.
to legal sources.
For more information and a
There is limited space available, so those interested must training brochure, call the
R.S.V.P. by Friday by calling Helpline at 740-7408.
281-5026.
•INTENT TO GRADUATE

.,

• JUST IN TIME

"'>

The Center for Executive
Development at UC F's College
of Business Administration
will offer two professional certification courses starting in
August.
In ven tory managemen t
begins Monday on the main
campus, while "Just in Time,"
covering people involvement 1
processes and manufacturing
process quality begins Aug. 30
at Brevard Community College in Cocoa Beach.
The courses are designed to
aid production and inventory
management personnel in
preparation for the American
Production and Inventory
Control Society examinations.
The courses meet certain
requirements toward certification by the National Asso-.
1

support group meeting at the
chapter house1 5 North Bumby
Ave., Orlando1 on Friday from
7 p.m. to 9 p.m.
The support group meeting
is to offer an opportunity for
parents, spouses and friends of
service personnel stationed
overseas, to share common
concerns, interest, ideas, plus
fellowship. A program with
speakers will also be presented.
For additional information,
please call 894-4141 and ask
for the Service to Military
Families Department.

•OFFSHORE DRILLING

Senator Bob Graham will
fight efforts to weaken restrictions against off-shore drilling
due to disruption of oil supplies in the Middle East.
"This is not the time to let
down our guard and say we
should drill holes in the Florida Keys because of the actions
of a madman in the Middle
East," Graham said. "We need
an energy policy driven by

American interests, decided
by Americans. That policy
must not include scrapping
protection of our environment."
Parts of the Florida Keys
are off limits for oil and gas
drilling. Earlier this year,
President George Bush
banned further offshore leasing activity in Gulf waters
near Southwest Florida and
the Keys.

• BREAK THE TIES

(CPS)-The Howlers 1 a group
of University of Texas students, has asked UT President
William Cunningham to resign from the board of Freeport-McMoRan, Inc. because
the company's Indonesian
subsidiary allegedly has polluted rivers and supported the
Indonesian government's repression of citizens who protest the polluting.
''We call on UT to sever all
ties to Freeport-McMoRan and
• WORKSHOP NEWS .
the military dictatorship in
Ways in which public man- Indonesia 1" graduate student
agers can develop and imple- Beorge Klos explained.
ment a system to assess and
Cunningham, however, isimprove the operation of their sued a s.tatemen t refusing to
organizations will be covered resign from the board.
at a workshop Friday in WinSeparately, the Black Stuter Park.
dentAlliance and some faculty
The workshop is one in a supporters at Vanderbilt in
series that will be offered this Nash ville, Tenn., called on 24
year for state and local govern- of the school's 59 trustees to
ment officials by the UCF In- resign from the Belle Meade
stitute of Government.
Country Club, which has no
The workshop fee is $45 and black members. ·
includes manuals, materials,
One of the trustees, Hall
breaks and lunch.
Thompson 1 also is the presiFo:r additional information, dent of the segregated Shoal
call the Institute for Govern- Creek Country Club in Birment at 645-0310.
mingham, Ala. Thompson
prompted an advertiser boy• SUPPORT GROUP
cott of the PGA Golf ChampiThe Central Florida chap- onship played at Shoal Creek
ter of the American Red Cross when he said the club "would
Service to Military Families not be pressured" into acceptDepartment will hold its first ing black members.

CHARLES MORROW/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURf

AUTOGRAPHS, PLEASE
Kim Fields, who played ''Tootie" on the "Facts of Life" TV series
visited UCF Monday to sign autographs.
·
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Allergy sufferers
should stay out
of the humidity
Staff Report
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Going back to school often
means a change in living habits for college students- and
that could mean allergy problems for many.
The American Academy of
Allergy and Immunology offers the following tips for controlling and treating allergies.
Mold and dust mites are
common allergens found in
many typical college settings.
Old mattresses, pillows,
even blankets that have been
stored over the summer in
basements or attics, are havens for mold and dust.
Mold spores and dust mites
also can be found in stuffed
animals, indoor plan ts, carpets and books.
Dust mites carried in from
outside can be found in the
fibers of furniture coverings
and stuffings.
Reducing dust and mold
indoors can help alleviate the
discomforts of allergies for
sufferers.
Wash blankets and any
other bedding that has been
put away in storage, even if it
was washed before it was put
away.
Try using plastic casings
around mattresses and box
springs.
Keep room surfaces free of
clutter that collects dust. For
some sufferers, bare walls and
bare floors may be recommended.

Posters and other wall decorations should be dusted frequently, as well as desks,
dressers, stereo equipment
and books.
If the room is carpeted, vacuum it frequently and thoroughly, and vacuum after
dusting to remove as much
dust as possible.
Try to find living and study
areas that are free of dust,
other allergens and irritants
including cigarette smoke,
animals, heavy perfumes and
cosmetics.
Pollen also can aggravate
allergies. If possible, keep
windows closed during heavy
pollen times, especially at
night and between 5 a.m. and
lOa.m.
CO!MICS
-::
Try to minimize outdoor
9.(0L'E PL!il'Yl9{fj y!i'8vf'FS
activity in the early morning
and later afternoon, and on
P!ilI9{PBJllLL S'UPPLI'E.5
days with high winds and
humidity.
:r~rrAf'Y COAfp'LJP£9.( !i'8vf'ES
Allergy medications can
often help to relieve some of
the symptoms of allergies,
which include runny noses,
itchy eyes and sinus congesACROSS FROM UCF!
tion.
UNIVERSITY BLVD. AT AlAFAYA TRAIL
Ask a pharmacist to help
with questions about the many
CALL 82-DRAGON
different over-the-counter
(823-7246)
antihistamines. Eye drops,
decongestants and limited use
of nasal sprays also may help
to relieve symptoms.
If over-the-counter antihistamines do not relieve allergy ! - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - -- - -- - - symptoms, or if the medications cause side effects, see a
trained allergist.
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DUFFY'S

BEDDIH<i WAREHOUSE
NEW BEDS - LOW, LOW PRICES

•

GOOD USED BEDS FROM
$50.00 TO $125.00
COMPLETE
WILL DELIVER

•

CALL STEVE 578-0465

We have Drive Thru Service

. 679-2448

WELCOME BACK
We have returned with the same offer
on the gold card, with the popular
Buy One Single
Waffle or Yogurt and get One FREE,
or 10% off any purchase.

•Yogurt so fresh we make it on the spot
•Over 20 flavors daily
So let's go Knights!

..

10042 University Blvd.
One mile west of UCF on corner of Dean Rd.
(University Oaks)

•

STUDENT DISCOUNT CARD

•

r---------------------------,

I
I

I
I
I
I
I

CHOOSE

I
I
$1.88 SUB SPECTACULAR
1 GIANT SUB & A LARGE SOFT DRINK FO~ $1.88+1ax I
I

• American Cold Cut
·Bologna and Cheese
• 3Type Cheese Combo

r:

• Meatball
• 8. L.
• Egg Salad

~

~

I;

Good Thru 12130/90

L---------------------------~

r---------------------------,

I
I

BUY AN)' SUB & A LARGE SOFT DRINK, AND GET ONE
SUB OF EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE FOR

I

Located next to UC6 in the University Shoppes Center
275-8882

~rvisit)

:

(oneroupon

I

Good Thru 9/30/90

99¢

.

m

~

•

I
I

•

I

•

I

I

L---------------------------~
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Drinking and driving can kill a friendship.

5

GRADES
FROM PAG61

a public service announcement of this publication and the, Department of Transportation.
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Across the country, engineerare graded

r -HP- 48SX
- - - - . - - - - - HP
- - 285
- - - - - -~,~-· ing
courses
harder."
· t•fi
SClen
I C
Expandable
Calculator

Ad
d
Vance
Scientific
Calculator

The popular HP 285 - the
perfect choice for sluden ls
taking college algebra and
calculus.

HP's q11antr1tn leap

into the 21st century.

TOTAL FITNESS FACILITY FOR
MEN&WOMEN

** FREE
WEIGHTS
PERSONALIZED
TRAINING
*TRAINING
SPRINT CIROJIT
** SELF
SUNTAN BEDS
DEFENSE CLAS.SE.5

*CHILDCARE

*AEROBICS
CARDIOVASCULAR

* TRAINING
* &SHOWERS
PRIVATE LOCKERS
* BODY BUILDING
* WEIGHT L05.5
* FITNESS TESTING

CALL NOW FOR .
SPECIAL STUDENT RATES

6615 E. Colonial Drive
Orlando, Fl. 32807
COUPON NOT VALID
WITH ANY OTHER OFFER

Move 10 years
nhead of the
class with the
nrw 111' 48SX

Come try
it today.

Come try it today.
• ·1hi& offer is good 011

HP calculators the best for your success

between AuguRI

I~.

purchases made
1990 and

OctobN 15, 1990. Ask for HP's

"Limited time only" coupon .

658-8000
*MUST PRESENT
THIS COUPON &
STUDENT I.D.

L------------------~

We also stock all other HewJctt Packard calculators,
supplies & accessories as well as Hewlett Packard
laser toner cartridges.

F6jj'9 HEWLETT

~/:.a PACKARD

INTERNATIONAL
~ Calculator & Computer ~i\.
~
2916 Corrine Drive
'Oq'b'\S
Orlando, FL 32803

________________________..-=
L=-=-=-=-!!!!!!!..- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

-..I

Underclassmen working
toward their education degrees led students with other
majors in Ns with 69.8 percent.
Following education majors
with 22.4 percent was the College of Health and Professional Studies.
The College of Engineering
came in last with 9.6 percent of
the students making A's. Arts
and Sciences had 20. 7 percent,
while Business Administration majors received 11. 7 percent A's.
Of the upperclassmen, education majors led the success
rate with 45.3 percent getting
A's.
The College of Health and
Professional Studies had 36.6
percent, while Arts and Sciences obtained a 27.5 percent.
The College of Engineering
ranked second to last with 21.6
percent of Ns, and the College
of Business Administration
ranked lowest with 18.9 percent.

MovelO years ahead of the class.

P-

(0. 0B2L~:~~}) ·n·T

Don't
go out
without
your
rubbers.

V

•

The new HP 48SX and
a free 'library card' can
get you there.
With over 2100 built-in functions, our
new HP 48SX Scientific Expandable
calculator takes a quantum leap into
the 21st century. Buy an HP 48SX
between August 15 and October 15,
1990, and HP will send you a free
HP Solve Equation Library card (a
$99.95 retail value).
The plug-in application card alone
contains more than 300 science and
engineering equations, as well as
the periodic t.able, a constants' library,
and a multi-equation solver. It's like
having a stack ofreference books right
at your fingertips.
The HP 48SX calculator is so advanced,
it will change the way you solve problems forever. It integrates graphics
with calculus, lets you enter equations
the way you write them, and does
automatic unit management.

•

Check your campus bookstore or HP
retailer for HP's range of calculators
and special back-to-school offers.
Then check out the calculators that
are years ahead of their class.

There is a better way.
•
•

F//;'I

HEWLETT

~~PACKARD

We're talking about
condoms.
And we're talking
about AIDS.
If you' re not sharing
needles with infected
drug user's. there's one
other way you can get
AIDS. and that's sex.
Because when passed
into the bloodstream by
semen, anybody is
vulnerable to the virus.
There are no vaccines
against AIDS. There are
no cures for it.
And if you get, you'll
likely die.
So if you choose to
have sex, be sure to
carry condoms and tell
your partner to use
them.
Let's face it if a woman
doesn't look out for
herself, how can she be
sure anyone else will?
And if he
says no,
so can you.

Al Os

If you think you
can't get it you're
dead wrong .
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DANCE
FROM PAGE3

indefinitely until the group
changed its "inappropriate"
image.
But after heavy criticism
from other administrators,
regents and students, university President Nils Hasselmo
reinstated the group in July.
He then appointed a task force
to discuss the group's future.
Danceline members are still
up in the air over their futures.
"I know we will be performing, but I'm not sure how often," said Jennifer Bennett,
danceline co-captain. "If they
limit our appearances, it will
cause some problems," she
said, adding she fears the
danceline will have to change
its costume and choreography
to please administrators.
Bennett, for one, can't figure out what spurred Heydringer to want to suspend the
dance line.
"There
are
dancelines all over the country, and I don't understand
why this one man at this one
college decided to take us on.

Express your
views and opinions,
thoughts and problems,
· griefs and gripes
in our editorial page.

Georgetown Homes Ltd.
at University Estates

Lights,
camera,
action!

THE SMART MOVE UP
From $165,000 - Call 273-6979
Marketed

by

The Central Florida Future
is searching for a few good
photograpers to cover
campus, community and
sporting events.
Apply today! For more information and an
application, call Mike or Jamie at 275-2685.

.SPECTRUM

,-------------------,
~

~

I
I

I

1271 S. Semoran Blvd. (Lk. Howell Sq.) Casselberry

I

I

Student Pine Bo-Ling Sota Bed $99
plus $20 off Futon Mattress w/coupon
Easy to move, comfortable, affordable
It makes a sofa/bed/ or lounge chair

I '1)__.._ .
COUPON ·
I ~ Van Winkle Futons

I
I
I

II
I
I

~isa/ Mas~ Card/ A~ican Ex~s~ash Plan_:_ !h.679-777~ _J

PlerlS Bae To
BasicsS
ne

Send letters to:
The CenJral Florida FUlure

•

P.O. Box 25000
Orlando, FL 32816.

NEWS
WRITERS
NEEDED!
If you are interested in
becoming an official
reporter for The Central Florida Future.
Please give Jenni .a
call at 275-2865 or
stop by the office and
fill out an application.

HandPamied
Pnmavera
Dinnerware '

Collection.

• " with
soup. pasta bowl .
salad plare

....

l

anddinner /

plare. Made in
ua.Jy. Each Reg.
SJ 99. Sale $2.98.

r

ConcenoSremware. indudinggoblet.
flute and winesdass. Eac.h Reg. $2.99.
sale$2.28

OurWmt.ergreen Sofa Sleeper. Sits two, sleeps two. Reg. $299.99, Sale $249.98.
Toss pillows sold separaLCly.

Black Metal Bis!TQ Chairs.
Reg. $49.99. Sale $39.98.

Our Meuo Stainless
Flatware. Each fork,
knife and spoon
Reg. St.99. Sale
$1.48.

Make
money
selling
ads!
The Central Florida
Future is looking for
students to sell advertising. Stop by the Future
business office and fill
out an application.
You do not have to be a
pro at sales management
to apply.
We'll provide you with
the tools, training and
experience you'll need.
For more information,
call Thomas Negron
at 275-2601.

..
•
•
40"x2l"and67"x38~Reg. $12.99
and $19.99, sale $9.98 ana $14.98.

•

Our Black Marble Bistro
Table. Pier l's version
of Hard Rock Cafe.

1'\\\f\ ..

•

Three's a chann for the third and final week of our sale honoring the basic needs in life. Such as a cozy sofa
sleeper~orenjoyingthe Movie-Of-The.-\Yeek. Ora romantic bistro setting for a quiet dinn~r for two (we'll even \\\\\ll\\\t~
do the dishes). And so much more. This IS our last week, though. After that, these sale pnces will be long gone. \\\\\\\\\'\\
. . A11
• ~t:1ti:~.!J
P.lrticipalingSCores.

APlace1bDiscover.·

•
Altamonte Springs: 762 E. Altamonte Dr. Ph. 339-2600 Apopka: 2437 E. Semoran Blvd. Ph 880-9040 Melbourne: 2 045 West
New Haven Ave. Ph. 768-6248 Orlando:5032 East Colonial Dr. Ph. 897-3404. Shop Mon.-Sat. 10-9, Sun. 12-6.

•

We·are on a mission unprecedented
in medical history.

NEXT TO GOODING'S
AT THE CORNER OF
UNIVERSITY & GOLDENROD RD.
IN THE UN/GOLD SHOPPlNG CENTER

We are bringing 19 teams of
scientists from around the world
together in one place, for one purpose.
To find a pennanent cure for diabetes.
For all of mankind.
And for your family too.
Together, we can outlive diabetes.

657-1302

Join us on our mission.

PHILLY JOE'S
CAFE & NIGHTCLUB

CHECK YOUR STUDENT DISCOUNT CARD FOR SPEOIALS

The Newest Place to Party in Winter Park.
DAILY HAPPY HOUR: 11 A.M.-7 P.M.; Sunday 12 P.M.-7 P.M.
• Billiards • Darts • Arcade • Food • Atmosphere •

•lOft. big screen TV

'

MONDAY·

&

•

TUESDAY"'
NITES

"WAX HOUSE" DANCE MUSIC by ADAM DAZE
$3.00 at the door.
50¢ Draft from 8:30 P.M. - 1:30 A.M.

*Tues. and Wed. nights are UCF night

WEDNESDAY•
NITE

THURSDAY•
NITE
FRIO;\Y *
NITE

SATURDAY•
N!TE

SUNDAY•

SUNOAY•
NITE

11

TOP 40" LADIES NITE - FREE DRAFT FOR LADIES

Listen & Dance to today's Hottest Tunes OR bring y0\:1r own and we'll
play it for you.
8:30 P.M. til 1:30 A.Nj. $6.00 for Guy .
ROCK 'N ROLL and $1.50 BUD LONGNECKS
8:30 P.M. til 1:30 A.M.
ROCK 'N ROLL and $1.50 Cocktails and $1.75 "Helnlos"
8: 0 P.M. til 1:30 A.M.

ROCK 'N ROLL and $1 .00
8 . ~0 P.M. ril 1:30 A.M.

~hooters

and $4.00 Pitchers

LAZV DAY AND 2 FOR 1 TROPICAL DRINKS
Listen .rnJ Dance to our library of Cambean Sounds or bring your own
a11d we'll play it for you from 12:00 P.M. to 7:00 P.M.

MORE LAZINESSfll and S1.50 Wine Coolers and $1.00 Glass of Wine
We'll play our hearts out to you with the latest in JAZZ, RYTHM
& BLUES 8:.'0 P.M. til 1:30 A.M.

* forni nJ] over with live b.rnds.

All Specials Subject to Chan ge

Something for those
of you who aren't taking
Stanley H. Kaplan Prep~
We've produced more top scores on tests like the
LSAT, GMAT, GRE and MCAT than all other courses
combined. Which means if you 're not taking Kaplan
Prep~ you may need to take more than a #2 pencil
to the test.

! STANLEY H. KAPIAN
Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances

3403 Technological Ave.
Tech Plaza
Orlando, Fl. 32817
(407) 273-7111
For other locations call 800-KAP-TESI

UNIVERSilY

•

/

•
BOOKSTORE

WILL BE.OPEN
AUG. 20TH- 23rd, 8:30a.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Aug. 24th, 8:30a.m. - 5:00p.m.
Sat. Au2. 25th, ll:OOa.m. - 3:00p.m.
Aug. 27th & 28th, 8:30a.m. - 8:00p.m.
Aug. 29th .& 30th, 8:30a.m. - 7:00 p.m.
Aug. 31st, 8:30a.m. - 5:00 p.m .

•

BOOKSTORE.

•
•

•

r

·•

· •

· • ·. .-. · · '· .·

.

.
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Commitment to
social clubs 2'nd
causes is the key
It never fails.

People always adopt causes and, at first, they devote a great deal of time and interest to it and then it
disintegrates.
The idea that was once so noble and worth while
suddenly falls into the vast valley offorgotten causes.
At the beginning of this new fall semester many
students are fired up and excited about their classes.
This too will soon pass.
As time goes commitments cease to exist.
What ever happened to all of those concerned
students who made it their own personal crusade to
the change the format ofWUCF?
Just a few months ago the radio station issue
captured many of The Central Florida Future's headlines and sparked students' anger. Petitions were
signed. Rallies were held. And now it has almost
disappeared while it continues to be under consideration.
.
Were all of their efforts wasted? We hope not.
Another prime example was the big Earth Day
whoop-dee-doo. It was a valiant effort, but no go.
It seems like most of those people who were all
geared up to recycle products, conserve energy and
save the world, have since suffered memory loss
concerning their pledge.
We, at The Central Florida Future, are still trying
to do our part to recycle and we hope they are too.
And who could forget those dedicated, peace-loving students who have gathered on the Green in early
June for the last two years and held a rally to help the
oppressed people in China?
The "Wall of Freedom" they erected still partially
stands (we have no idea why), but their voice has
faded almost entirely.
The Chinese are still under Communist tyranny
and, for their sake, we hope those the students here
continue there help them in their plight.
In order to make a change people must come
together and steadfastly maintain their common
goals.
All of the efforts put forthby the students are appreciated. These and many other causes are worth
fighting for, but they need supporters.
.
These issues are still as relevant as they were m
the onset of the fight.
Whether the cause is simply devotion to your
classes or the social awareness and change causes
that we have mentioned-commit to something that
has the potential to bring about change.
We hope that UCF can grow and that these issues
may, one day, be resolved.
To find out about the service clubs and organizations that need help contact student organizations in
the student center.
As more issues arise, make it a concern to get
involved with the campiagns that may come up this
semester.
We all benefit from protest to what we feel is
The John Tanner Follies are playing in Daytona
unjust.
Beach.
In this travesty of justice Tanner is attemptWe urge students to get involved, make a commiting to halt the minions of dreaded pornography. By
ment and stick to it.
arresting people for renting certain videos he is
attempting to muzzle the First Amendment. Tanner
is encouraged by the Supreme Court's SLAPS test for
obscenity.
o,990 llMI Cenoa1 FIOt'd1 Fuuw
SLAPS, an acronym for"significant literary, artisP.O.Box 25000, Orlando, Florida 32816
Business Oftce (407) 275-2601 , News Office (407) 275-2865
tic political or scientific value," was the Burger
co~rt's attempt to pass the buck on the First AmendEditor In Chief
ment. The justices could not agree on the definition
Jamie Carte
with one even saying that he couldn't define obscenJennifer Offenburger ity, but he certainly knew it when he saw it!
News Editor
Sports Editor
Roy Fuoco
SLAPS is very subjective and requires a jury to set
Steven M. Conner the standards for everyone else in ~n entire commuConfetti Editor
Melissa Stoker nity. In addition, SLAPS is in direct contradictio~ to
Copy Editor
Brian M. Wente the First Amendment.
Art Director
Mike Pohl
Photo Editor
The First Amendment says that Congress will
Lloyd Whitehead make no law that abridges the freedom of speech or
Production Manager
the press.
This restriction applies to Tanner and his jurisdicTracy Torres
Office Manager
Tanya Newberry tion as well as any other part of the country._The
Ad Production Manager
Armand Cimaroli amendment says "no law." It doesn't say anything
Advertising Staff
Jeff Celebre like "no law except one for obscenity."
The First Amendment should apply equally
St.ti Member•: Scott Beaman, Anne Decker, Cindy Farren•, Mike Prieto
throughout the nation. If the Constitution and a:U
Opinions expressed In The Central Florida Future are those of the newspaper or Individual
other amendments apply from sea to shining sea,
columnist and not necessarily those of the Board of Publications, University Administration,
what's wrong with the First Amendment? How can it
or Board of Regents. Letters to the Edttor must be typed, maximum of 300 words and Include
the author's slgnalure, major and phone number. Leners are subj8C1 to editing for grammar
change as it crosses local and state borders?
and spaoe and become the copyrighted property of the newspaper. Names may be withheld
Tanner's odious effort to instill his pseudo moralbut the newspaper reserves the right to refuse publication of any letter. The Cenlral Florida
Future Is a free,non-prollt newspaper published twice w~kly during the academic year and
ity on the public is but one salvo in an all out war on
weekly during the summer. All meetings of the BOP are open to the pli>llc.

Crotty's mistakes impair campaign

CffitraIFloridaFbture

bought or sold." Many Orange County voters ?nd t~i.s
near solicitation very interesting. At least this politician tells the truth sometimes.
The aspiring state senator clrums to be willing to
hold the line on new spending.
In the 12 years that he has been in office, the state
budget has increased from $6 billion to $26 billion
dollars per year. This means that Crotty is either not
committed to his values, or that he ineffective as
legislator, or both.
Crotty claims to be against new taxes, yet he voted
for $1.4 billion in new taxes in 1987.
Recently, Crotty was telling UCF graduates that
he is bringing home-state money to UCF and Valencia. Many people would be interested to know he
voted against the budget, which contained the
money.
While voting against a state budget is not bad in
and ofitself, one should not take credit for something
he voted against.
-DavidAbrami is a sophomore majoring in liberal
studies.

our rights. He and his ilk tend to want to ban more
and more that they personally find offensive.
Starting with something that is less than popular
such as pornography ultimately invites censorship of
more mainstream ideas. It is an inevitable progression. Just where will Tanner stop? Devil In Miss
Jones? Playboy? Esquire? Cosmopolitan?
We should not protect speech based upon what is
said but upon the fact that somebody said it. The First
Amendment allows a free commerce in ideas and
Tanner should not be meddling in that marketplace.
A true test of the First Amendment is not ifit protects
the expression of ideas that we like. A true test is if it
protects those we don't.
Where will it all end? Tanner and his self-righteous Thought Police apparently feel they themselves
will decide how far this will go. When Tanner tries to
limit anyone's constitutional right he limits all of
ours. Tanner's crusade makes it hard to believe that
we are entering the bicentennial year of the Bill of
Rights. If it were not so important Tanner's Follies
would be comical.
-Tom di Lustro is a senior majoring in legal studies. "With a Capital L" will run regularly on Thursdays in The Central Florida Future.
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The calm, collected
summer·that wasn't
I remember seeing a Heinz
ketchup commercial in which
a guy leaned a ketchup bottle
over and then placed his life on
the line by moving the targeted hotdog out from under
that bottle.
As "Anticipation" built in
the background, I remember
wishing the ketchup would
spray out all over the wise guy,
covering the counter, his
shoes, his girlfriend.
After all, that's what would
happen to me ifl tried it; but I
wouldn't, because I have no
patience, and anticipation
only makes me want to climb
walls.
That I was taken romantically by the storm of a young
lady who spent two months in
Europe this summer makes
this hate of wait more pointed.
As we waved good-bye to
each other, even in my sadness, I had no idea of the tortures I would compose for
• myself in the days that would
follow.
During my trip to Indiana,
where I went to school, I was
completely lonely at night.
The calamine kid returned
home to postcards from Spain,
France, Italy, Greece and Austria.
I read again and again of
how she missed me. She was
within a few weeks of being
inbound, and I hugged the
stuffing out of a pillow adorned
with her name.
The frenzy I undertook rose

.
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to such heights that my efforts
showered me with praise and
gladly relit the candle when
one end went out.
Sun up 'til sun down I
pushed myself-that she
would return more quickly and
save me from the grayness of
my unredeemed emotions.
Instead of sleeping, I danced
Lionel Richie-like on my ceiling, all night long.
I found myself in Miami,
trying to escape into a foreign
culture where I was ultimately
insignificant. There I was visited by a strange feeling: Call
home, it told me ... call home.
I did. She was there! I raced
to my car, my friends in hot
pursuit.
The median was lane
enough for me, flying past the
stodgy, speed-limit-abiding
roadblocks to my love. But my
car had a coronary around
Boca.
I drove it anyway. I abandoneditandfacedmyaggravation like a real man: "Mom, I
need a ride!"
And she obliged. Mom drove
off as I was showered with
kisses by the apple of my eye.
"Did you miss me?" she asked.
"Abit," I indulged, as my heart
did backflips and handsprings.
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Alpha Phi Omega
The ONLY co-ed Service Fraternity!
Rush mtgs 8129, 9/4 & 9/5 In the S.O.L.
8pm. Book exchange 8/20-8/24 in SC 217
10am-5pm. A Phi 0 lets U.B.UI
Phi Delta Theta
Welcome back to anotherfun filled year I Rush
is here and the time is now. So work hard and
remember that the best always stands out.
Seven mths till Phi Delt rules Greek Week.
Tau Beta Sigma
The sisters of TB:E want to wish the UCF
Marching Knights a successful season I We
know you'll be the best everllll Yoder
Sweats Ill
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Welcome back Sig-Epsl Beach night was
sensational last night, and what a bikini contest! Tonight is progressive and tomorrow is
Comedy Night. Thanks for coming outl L4>E
Pi Kappa Alpha
Welcome back brothers. We would like to
congratulate all sororities on a fantastic rush.
We'd also like to invite all UCF women to be a
part of the UCFIPi Kappa Alpha Top 25. For •
more information contact Ralph Simon at3815502 or Chris Vining at 380-7244. We look ·
forward to an outstanding rush. Pikes will
dominate .... as usual.

ll tliililill
The UCF Environmental Society
First meeting Fall 1990 Mon Aug 27
5:00pm at Arboretum/Greenhouse UCF
Call Sam 2n-9374 Craig 339-2653
NEWMAN CLUB
Invites all students to a cook-out Sunday Aug
26 after 11 am Mass at the Newman House.
11819 Alafaya Woods Ct. 281-4438
UCF T9e KwonDo Club
NOW taking beginner students!
Improve flexibility, balance, and gen. fitness.
Learn practical self defense while having fun.
Emphasis on Art, Sport, and Self defense.
Three Black Belt Instructors. Call 365-8866 or
Ed81dngMPR830-1030MonorTh. Ooitl It
is good for you.
International Student Association
Hi! Welcome Back! The ISA is ready with
activities. So, join usl
The semester begins with our picnic. The
location is different Call the l.S.O. for details.
X2337

Female to share house with same and two
children. 3bdrm 11/2 bath. CentralA/C, heat,
storage, washer, dryer. Quiet country 15min.
from UCF. 195/mo. plus util. No pets. Females only.
Days 281-5268 Eves. 365-2580 Peggy
M/F roommate needed for a 3 bedroom 2 bath
apartment within driving distance of UCF.
$180 per month + 1/3 utilities. Call Josh or
Charlie at 677-0971.
Liberal-minded male seeks non-smoking liberal-minded M/F to share apt. Goldenrod
area. Please call Mark at 894-5190 ASAP
Female roommate needed ASAP Sun Key
Apts. $292 + 1/2 utilities. Call Carrie at 6578263.
Roommate needed for nice condo at E. 50 &
436. Pool & Clubhouse, W/D in condo, 2 br,
2 bt. $250/mo. + 112 utilJphone. Call 2735105.

'84 Fleetwood Mobile Home doublewide.
3broom 2bath fully loaded, shed, 4 car carport,
5 to 7 minutes from UCF for quick sale priced
under $20,000 or $1,000 and take over payments. 282-5159 363-0702 or Beeper#6753748 leave message

liCl.tlllll!f4ltl
1985 Renault Alliance LX Red Conv. Tan top,
5 speed, AC. good cond. $1800 Call 658-1557
or 896-4426
ATIENTION: GOVERNMENT SEIZED VEHICLES from $100. Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes, Chevys.
Surplus Buyers Guide.
(1 )602-838-8885, Ext. A-5780

*Sherwood Forest* ·
312 and 212 available for immediate occupancy. Call OMV Properties Inc. 657-1967.
Room, Furn., nonsmoker, dean, quiet W/D,
new house mature serious person. Call 3665271 . $200 mo. + 113 util.

ATIENTION: EARN MONl;Y TYPING AT
HOME! $32,000/yr. income potential. Details .
(1) 602-838-8885 Ext. T-5781)
ATIENTION: EARN MONEY WATCHING
TVI $32,000/y~ar income potential. Details.
(1) 602-838-8885 Ext. TV-5780
Dental Recap Afternoons/Some Sats.
Goldenrod office 677-8888

.

ATIENTION: EARN MONEY READING
BOOKSI $32,000/year income potential.
Details. (1)602-838-8885 Ext. Bk5780

PROFESSIONAL TYPING
One mile from UCF campus.
All student documents. Same day service
available. IBM/AT, WOAD PERFECT 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printing.

*

Fast Professional * Accurate
WORDMASTERS 277-9600

FREE TRAVEL BENEFITS I AIRLINES NOW
HIRING! ALL POSITIONS! $17,500-$58,240
Details. (1)602-838-8885 Ext. X5780

KCO Inc WP & DP $1.25/2.50 678-6735
Complete typing/WP services fast. AES, 2431
Aloma #211 671-4414.

BACK TO SCHOOL JOBSll

Reasonable and fast typing service.
Nancy at 679-4006, rush jobs

15 positions to be filled by
sharp, positive people. Flexible hrs.
No experience nessl Great Resume
exp. FT/PT Training begins soon
CALL 9-5 M-F 282-6142

FREE TRAVEL BENEFITS I CRUISESHIPS
AND CASINOS NOW HIAINGI ALL POSI·
TIONSI Call (1 )602-838-8885 Ext. Y-5780.
AITENTION: GOVERNMENT JOBS - YOUR
AREAi $17,840-$69.485. Call (1)602-8388885, Ext. R 5780.

RESUMES-Writing and development services by resume consultant with 9 years of
experience. For details by mall, Call Resume
House's 24 hour information line at 904-3716769.

LAURIE-Study and Practical!

Townhome near UCF 2bdrm 2.5bath no pets.
$450. Prudential Gallagher Properties. Denis
644-5385 or 423-1627
2bl2b apr. 1 mi. from UCF Wash/Dry, dishwasher, CHA, Patio, ceiling fans. $450 3657532.
2Br, 28th apt. clean with large rooms near
UCF at 3600 Khayyam Ave. $425/m. Call
682-1058

!NH·Mi~

2 furnished rooms for rent, 2 ml. UCF Large 4
bedroom home with alarm, washer/dryer,
Cable TV, Gas Grill. Non-smokers only,
28280/mo. 679-6123

Location 1)

Corner of

University Blvd. and
436 behind Chili's

Alafaya Woods home, 5 yrs. old, 312
Vaulted ceilings Dbl Gar, nicely
landscaped, Pvt fence, 1136 Sq. Ft. $72500
Firm 365-7178

~
A R

Couch, Loveseat, Bed, Cheap! Good condition call 696-2499-Peggy after 5pm.

Closest athletic shoe
store to UCF
10% discounts
students & faculty

Computer for sale 1OMHZ640K 20MEG EGA
optional. Call Bill 679-5575.

Female N/S $200 + 1/3 ud. Close to UCF.
Move in now. 679-4483 after 6pm.
Female to rent 2 bdrm 2 bth apt,
Univ. & Goldenrod, $300 +Imo. 6n-5421

Call

Airplane Ticket to OHIO
Sept. 1. Offers 381 -2008

Sleeper couch $75 Bookcase $50
Coffee table and end tables $50
080 Call Chris 282-8781 leave message.

Your room in neat house on Park Ave.
Winter Park. $285/mo + 113 utilities.
$250 deposit Call 647-311 2

EXCELLENT WOAD PROCESSING 3660538.

$9.75 TO START
1988 FORD TEMPO GL-A/C, PS, PB. Book
value-$6500, UCF Student-$6200. Great car
for school! Ron 292-6199.

I~~!!~~~~~~~! l if!t\llllttl
kitchen walking distance to UCF. Please ask
about our move-In special 282-5657.

.

Waterbed (50) Trundle Bed w/sheets {150)
Dining table/ 4 chairs (150) Stereotspkrs
(100) Dresser (75) Kirby vacuum clnr/ attachmts (60) Desk (15) Wicker Chair (20)
Phone Clock/Radio Blankets Sheets Misc.
Call 657-4945 Greg or Beth
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Offer good at NEW HWY 50 Location:
WAL-MART CENTER
(Six doors down from Wal-Man)
10691 E. COLONIAL .
UNION PARK
380-5626
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY
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EXPERIENCED STYLISTS
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• V-BALL
FROM PAGE 12

• Pan American University.
The conference tournament is
in Arkansas.
The top four teams at the
• end of the mini-tournaments
will compete in the conference
championship tournament.
•
Cathy Fill, Shannon Pack,
Linda Santiago, Jennifer
Owen and Anissa Palm are
returning players.
..
"Shannon had one heck of a
season last year and Tess
Nelson will be returning to

provide some more tough Perkins is a true freshman
defense," McClemmon said. from Ridgewood High School
"Pam Coombs, Lori Wellbaum and Kent, ajunior, is a walk-on
and Melanie McCall have all with no previous college vol:
improved greatly over the leyball experience.
In addition, Carole Cupac,
summer," he said.
"This is a team that I have to last season's senior co-captain,
watch in practice very closely and Ken Engels, the organizer
every day in order to pick out a for the men's volleyball club on
will
help
lineup, but it's a nice problem campus,
McClemmon this season as
to have," McClemmon said.
The newcomers competing assistant coaches.
"We're going to be very
for playing time are Lisa Peterson, Amy Perkins and strong and well-rounded
Heather Kent. Peterson at- because everyone has almost
tended Brandon High School equal ability and a positive
and transferred to UCF from attitude," said Fill, one of last
Manatee Community College. season's captains.

• More 0-rena events
WWF Wrestling comes to
the Orlando Arena at 7 :30 p.m.
on Sept. 9. The main event features The Ultimate Warrior
against Ravishing Rick Rude.
Tickets are $14, $11 and $9 at
the Orlando Arena Box Office
or at all TicketMaster Outlets.
To order, call (407) 839-3900.

tals play the Buffalo Sabres
Sept. 20, and the Philadelphia
Flyers meet the New York
Rangers Sept. 22. Tickets are
on sale for the 7:30p.m. games
for $25, $20 and $15 at all Ticketmasters or at the Orlando
Box Office. To order, call (407)
839-3900.

• Y - exercises
• NHL comes to 0-rena
Registration is under way
Two NHL exibitions games for aerobics classes at the
are scheduled for the Orlando Winter Park Family YMCA at
Arena. The Washington Capi- 1201 North Lakemont Ave.
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Make
The Grade
With Pilot

•

•
•

Win a FREE all-terrain bike
in Pilot's Free Wheelin' Drawing.
Head to your college bookstore now and look for Pilot's Free
Wheelin' bike display That's where you'll find entry forms for a
chance to win a hot new Columbia Metro JO-speed all-terrain
bike - a S160 value. All entries for this campus cruiser must be
postmarked by October I, 1990, so hurry!
And while you're there, don't forget to stock up on Pilot's
quality writing products like the Better Ball Point Pen, S13otliter,
Pencili~r and our long-lasting
printer; typewriter and calculator
ribbons.
From course grades to steep
®
grades,
Pilot makes it easy.
Quality Office Products Since 1918

[PILOT]

•

•

•

•

No purchase necessary
Sweepstakes ends.October I .
1990 For complete details
and rules visit your campus
bookstore. Sweepstakes open
to anyone 16 years or older.
Void where prohibited by law .

11

Pilot Corporation of America
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Ladies anticipate
return to .playoffs
Barker looks to seniors to lead women's soccer team
said.
She is one of the few seniors who
went to the national championships
The Lady Knights soccer team is when they were freshmen, and to the
back this year, one could say, almost playoffs in their sophomore years.
with a vengeance. After a spectacular Barker said their experience in these
season last year and a disheartening post-season games will help them get
failure to place in post-season play, the there again.
"They know what they need to do to
team is ready to play harder and go all
get there," Barker said. "If those five
the way to the top.
"They realize that they have to put [seniors] don't play well, we've got a
more time into being a better team," problem."
The women's team has a tougher
Assistant Coach Michelle Akers Stall
said. She said she believes the team schedule this year. Their first home
didn't make the playoffs because they game will be one month into the season.
Strong fan support is expected
did not play well enough.
because
of their importance in the
Head Coach Bill Barker believes
with a record of 11-1-2, the team national rankings. The team's last
certainly deserved a spot in the game of the season, when they play the
playoffs. Why didn't the team make University of Massachusetts, should
prove to be interesting. That
post-season play?
"The reason I was given was that the university's team is coached by
selection commitee didn't feel our Barker's former boss, Jim Rudy.
Barker pointed out some
schedule was strong enough," Barker
similarities between last season and
said.
When the schedule was put their 1986 season.
In 1986, the women's team was one
together, six of the team's opponents
were in the top 20. By the time the of the best in the nation, but got
women's team had played three of snubbed from the playoffs by lesser
them, or as a direct result of playing teams.
They came back the following year
them, the teams were knocked out of
motivated
and made the final four.
the top 20. The team has taken it all in
Now they've been snubbed again
stride, however.
"I think everyone's coming this year and they are coming back motivated
to prove something since we didi:i't get and are heading straight for the nain the playoffs last year," Leslie Sudar tional championship.
by Hunter Daus

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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LISTEN UP
New defensive coordinator Don "Deek" Pollard instructs a player during practice. The
team will have final tune-up in the Black/Gold game Friday night.

• BLACK/GOLD RAYS

• RUGBY RECRUITMENT

The football team will get its final
tune-up when the Knights participate
in their annual Black-and-Gold
scrimmage 6:00 p.m. Friday night at
the Citrus Bowl. Students will be
admitted free with their validated
student IDs. Admission is $2.
Prior to the game, the Orlando
SunRays will play the Memphis Chicks
12:05 p.m. at Tinker Field. All UCF
alumni, Knight Boosters and UCF
students will be admitted free.
The Knights open the season on
Sept. 1 against Troy State.

The UCF rugby club will have a
recruitment table set up in front of the
Recreational Services building. New
players and associates are welcome.
Practices will be held at 3:30 on
Tuesdays and Thursdays at the
Intramm:al Fields.
• REC FEST '90

Sign-up is underway for Rectember
Sports Fest '90. The annual event kicks
off the year's Intramural activities and
will take place on Sept. 8. Sign-up will
run through Sept. 7. Call Rec services
at 275-2408 for more details.

Volleyball team
starts season in
American South
by Jay Rutenkroger
CENTRAL FLORIDA FU rURE

Charles Morrow/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The UCF volleyball team is getting ready for play in the American South conference. They will move to the new conference after
they play in the New South Women's Athletic Conference.

With a new conference and nine
returning players, the outlook from the
UCF Lady Knights volleyball team and
head coach Dee Dee McClemmon for
1990 remains optimistic.
In 1989, the UCF Lady Knights
volleyball team finished second in the
New South Women's Athletic
Conference with a 26-14 record.
This season, the Lady Knights will
compete in the American South
Conference. Besides UCF, the other
conference teams are Arkansas State,
New Orleans, Southwest Louisiana,
Lamar, Louisiana Tech, and Pan
American University.
"I am excited about the competition
in the conference, and the girls are
excited about the travel," McClemmon
said. "Last season the champions of the
conference were Arkansas State, with
New Orleans as the runner-up. I know
for sure they will be our toughest
competition."
UCFs first match of the season will
be in the University of South Florida
Classic in Tampa Aug. 30 through
Sept. 1. The teams competing include
host South Florida, Eastern Michigan,
Furman and Nevada Las Vegas.
Other major tournaments on the
Lady Knights' schedule involve
conference play. The American South
Conference will hold three mini roundrobin tournaments.
The first one is October 12-14 at
Southwest Louisiana. The second
takes place on October 19-21, with
Louisiana Tech as host. The final
tourney will be November 2 and 3 at
see V-BALL page 15
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How are your favorite fast food restaurants
disposing of their trash? Are they environmentally
conscientious by using recycled or biodegradable
products?
Out of 12 fast food restaurants in the UCF area,
five had little or no information available. These
included Dino's, Hungry Howies, Taco Bell,
Burger King and Hardee's.
McDonald's appeared to be the most organized
and environmentally involved company in the fast
food industry. In-depth information packets were
readily available in the restaurant located on
Colonial Drive near Winn-DJxie in Union Park.
According to McDonald's, two-thirds of the
landfills in the U.S. have been closed since the late
1970s, and a third of those remaining will close in
the next five years. All fast food industry
packaging accounts for one quarter of landfill
waste. Because modem landfills are designed to
inhibit biodegradation and are actually storage
areas, McDonald's emphasizes recycling.
Paper packaging products coated with plastic

or wax are not recyclable.
Therefore, McDonald's uses
polystyrene foam containers, which
are 90 percent air and 100 percent recyclable.
This light-weight plastic is often inaccurately
called "Styrofoam," which ls a DOW trademark.
Polystyrene foam food packages take up 1.2
percent of landftll space. The foam compresses
easily, thus taking up very little space. And
because it doesn't biodegrade, it is non-toxic in
landftlls.
Polystyrene foam packaging ls also safer and
less expensive to bum than paper. It produces
harmless, non-toxic ash, carbon dioxide and
water vapor. Polystyrene foam manufacturing
also uses less energy and produces less
wastewater than paper mills.
In addition. recycled polystyrene is made into
products, such as serving trays, insulation board,
carpet fibers, video cassettes and hangers.
McDonald's polystyrene foam packaging is also
made
without
fully
halogenated
chlorofluorocarbons (CFC). which deplete the
ozone layer. In addition to requiring their
packaging suppliers to stop using CFCs,
McDonald's will not buy beef from suppliers who
raise cattle on cleared rain forest land.
McDonald's reduces, recycles and reuses solid
waste materials, all seIVices advocated by the
Environmental Protection Agency.
Some of their packaging changes include
pumping syrup directly from the deUvery trucks
into tanks, thus eliminating syrup cardboard
containers. They have removed corrugated
dividers from their cold-cup shipping cases
and changed
the material and
thickness of straws, polystyrene
packaging, hamburger paper
wraps and drink lids. These
changes have reduced
yearly packaging waste
by more than 24
million pounds.
0 t h
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restaurants
w
e r e
environmentally
involved, but
not
as
organized in
supplying
written

material to
concerned
consumers.
Getting information
required long distance
phone calls on their part to
main offices. Restaurants
said the people they
called did not have information available and had
to call back or mail press releases.
Burger King's main office had no information
available. However, Mike Walsh, senior manager
of Burger King on Colonial Drive, said, "Lots of the
hamburger boxes were switched to biodegradable
packaging maybe six months ago."
The main office of Hardee's also supplied no
information Don ElHout, an assistant manager at
Hardee's on East Colonial Drive, said, "The
containers are Styrofoam from recycled
materials- not virgin material."
Another burger cha.in. Wendy's, said they
recycled materials for Kids' Meal boxes, napkins,
tray liners, carryout bags ani corrugated shipping
containers.
Wendy's has been wrapping
sandwiches in biodegradable materials since its
founding in 1969 .
Subway uses napkins made from recycled
paper and the cup lids can be recycled and reused
for polyester fibers and carpet backing. Also. the
Subway wrap for subs and their cups are
biodegradable.
Jeff Ganssle, director of operations at Subway,
said, "We are concerned about [everything_ from]
plates and lids to salad plates. The manufacturer
is looking for alternative materials for these
products."
Sabik's Subs representatives supplied material
about their distributor, Scott Paper Company,
which also advocates polystyrene use.
Arc:lie Killion, director of operations at Sabik's,
said there are two obstacles preventing the
success of polystyrene products.
"The public's perception is bad regarding
Styrofoam," Killion said. "Also, our cups are
recyclable, but there is no place to recycle in
Central Florida." Killion said there may be a
recycling place in Lake Wales soon. Polystyrene
can be misconceived. Some people believe the
products can't be recycled, that they are
dangerous to incinerate, that .they take up a lot of
landfill space and that they contain hannful
chlorofluorocarbons.
Dino's and Hungry Howies had no c?mment.
but Pizza Hut had plenty to say.
"Our two largest waste producers are pizza

By

Jackie Fiorito
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see FAST FOOD page 4
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Film creates deji.-vu feeling
Taking Care of Business is "same salad, different dressing"

•The Enzian Theater
presents For All Mankind at 2 p.m. and 7:30 p.m. The 80minute film features flight footage
from the Apollo space mission. Tickets
are $5. At 9:30 the Enzian Theater will
also present a showing of Sandra
Bernhard's film, Witlwut You I'm
Nothing. This 1990 film is filled with
costume changes, lavish music and
sarcastic humor. For Sandra
Bernhard fans, the film is a must see.

• M.C. Hammer with
Troop, Michel'le, Mter 7, and Oaktown 357 will perform
at the Orlando Arena at 7 p.m. Tickets
are $19.50. • The XXII International
Tournee of Animation opens at the
Enzian with shows at 7 p.m., 9:15 p.m.
and 11:30 p.m. The show features 18
films from 10 countries, including Balance, the Academy Award winnerfrom
West Germany; The Cow, a hot new
Soviet animated film; The Arnold
Waltz by Craig Bartlett, director of the
"Penr ., Cartoons" on Pee-Wee's Playhouse; •nd Sand Dance, an animated
visualizc..tion of the exuberance present in the music of Duke Ellington's
"T1'e Mooch."

Charles Grodin
and James
· Belushi star in
Hollywood
Pictures'
"Taking Care of
Business."

lfJil
felon (grand-theft auto) on his
way to the World Series. who
accidently happens upon the
owiknowhowthat guyin
date book of advertising
the 1V commercial feels. Business.
executive Spencer Barnes
You know, the guy who
It's a shame the apple didn't roll (Charles Grodin).
admits, "I
From here on. it's the S.O.S.
away from the tree.
went to this 18th
syndrome- same old stuff.
Where Opportunity
· Taking Care ~f
Century
farm
Knocks had a con However, theS.O.S. could stand
house. and I felt like
Business
man living out a rich for "help" as well because the Jill
I had been there beman's life while he Mazursky and Jeffrey Abrams
fore."
was out of town, script sure needs it.
. Well, I, too, had a
Roted: R
You wouldn't think a grandTaking
Care of
similar experience. I
Starring: Jim Belushi/
Business mimics its theft auto convict could be so
saw this film Taking
Charles Grodin
father. Same salad. smooth. but of course, he is. And
Care of Business.
with the help of his newly-found
Director: Arthur Hiller
dillerent dressing.
and I felt as if I'd
Saturday Night date book. Jimmy stays at a
seen it before. Now I
Live graduate Jim mansion. takes over Spencer's
Key: *Awful **Poor ***Fair
remember.
****Good *****Excellent
Belushi plays Jimmy
Last
March 's
Dworski, an escaped
see BUSINESS page 4
must have
procreated with someone or
something to give birth to the
comatose comedy Taking Care of
Opportunity Knocks

by Richard Eric Karman
CENTRAL FLORIQA FUTURE
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• Graffiti Bridge
Artists: Various
Producers: Prince, Levi
Seacer Jr. and The Time
Label: Paisley Park/Warner
Bros.

F

or the past decade,
Prince
has
_
continuously served
up intelligent, and, more
often than not, brilliant
musical compositions.
Barring his attempt at
obvious commercial appeal
that came with last summer's
Batman soundtrack, Prince
has created music that has
always hung just on the
outskirts of the mainstream.
With Graffiti Bridge, the
artist has once again moved
closer to mainstream music

-Steven M. Conner

through Aug. 31 at Seminole Community College. The exhibit traces the
history of film making in Florida. Call
323-1450, ext. 660. • The Campus
Activities Board will be sponsoring a
free showing of the Keifer Sutherland/
Dennis Hopper film, Flashback. The
movie will run at 7 & 9 p.m. in the Wild
Pizza.

All-Star Basketball

Prince occupies entire soundtrack for Graffiti Bridge
note
of "New
Power
Generation (Part 2)."
Every track on the album is
a full-blown piece of Prince
art, with assistance from some
of the movie's stars. Tevin
Campbell's guest vocals on
"Round And Round" and
Mavis Staples' "Melody Cool"
are perfect examples of Prince
songs with someone else
behind the microphone.
Comparisons between this
soundtrack and that of Purple
Rain were obviously going to
happen. What's happened
thru those comparisons is the
apparent growth that Prince
has experienced as an artist
since the Purple Rain project.
Prince's musical horizons
are wide today compared to
the mid-eighties. The varying
qualities that made Around
The World In A Day, Parade,
Sign O' The Times and
Louesexy the projects they
were all came together to give
birth to this latest project.
The results of the wide
vision that emerged during
that five-year period run
rampant throughout the
bri 1li ant ly-c on s tructe d
Graffiti Bridge.

• Lights! Camera!
Florida! is showing

• Reggie Theus UNCF

Stars assist Prince with album
without losing one bit of
creativity.
Thel 7-songsoundtrack
to his upcoming film of the
same name begins with
"Can't Stop This Feeling I
G:>t," then moves into the
awesome dance romp of
"New Power Generation."
The
third
track
introduces the first of the
other artists that comprise
the soundtrack collection.
The rip-roaring energy of
The Time's "Release It" is
some of the strongest funk
to come out of Prince's pen
since Sign O' The Times.
The rest of the project is
one long high point. From
Prince's somber "The
Question of U" to the
rc;>mping beat of ''We Can
Funk," an excellent
collabor.a tion between
Prince
and
George
Clinton, Graffiti Bridge
stands as one of Prince's
strongest efforts.
Many people were
concerned that Graffiti
Bri,dge was going to lack
unity due to its soundtrack
nature, but the album is
pure Prince from the first
word of "Can't Stop This
Feeling I Got," to the last

•I~th.&20th.Century

Pam tmgs will be on
display thTough Oct. 7 at the Orlando
Museum of Art. A minimum donation
of $3 is required for admission. The
museum is located at 2416 N. Mills
Ave. For gallery hours, call 896-4231.
•The Enzian Theater will present The
Central Florida Jazz Society's Jazz
'round Midnight series. Shows start at
midnight. Call the Enzian Theater at
644- 7755 for more information.

The Charts
Week endng Aug . 18, 1990.

Modern Rock Trax
1. "I'll Be Your Chauf·
feur"
David J .
2. "Jealous"
Gene Loves Jezebel
3. "The Crying Scene"
Aztec Camera
4. "Home"
Iggy Pop
5. "Every Beat Of The
He arr
The Railway Children

Hot 100 Singles
1. "Vision Of Love"

Moriah Carey
2. "Come Back To Me"
Janet Jackson
3. "If Wishes Came
True"
sweet Sensation
4. "The Power"
Snap
S. "Unsklnny Bop"
Polson
e1990 Bfllboard magazine

Classic will be held at the Orlando
Arena. Tickets are $25, $20 apd $10.
The game begins at 7 p.m. •The Mark
Two Dinner Theater will continue its
run of the stage version of the famous
MGM movie, Seven Brides For Seven
Brothers. The play takes place in the
1850's Oregon wilderness. The original film was The Sobbin' Women by
Stephen Vincent Benet.
• Here is a list of the
acts that will be
gracing the various Central Florida
concert stages: Billy Idol with
special guests Faith No More at
Orlando Arena. Tickets are still
available at $18.50 through all
Ticketmaster outlets.Tickets are
also still available for Bad Company
with Damn Yankees also at Orlando
Arena. Tickets for the show are
$10.50 in advance and $13.50 on
the day of the show. Here again,
tickets can be purchased at all
Ticketmaster locations.

•
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WORDS HIT HARDER
THAN FISTS.

DELTA SIGMA Pl
UCF'S Professional
Co-Ed Frater·n ity Invites

Instead of getting into a bar room brawl,
air your feelings in
The Central Florida Future.
Send in your letter or columns.
P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, Florida 32816.

BUSINESS MAJORS
To
u~ sH

t

9

.
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TAKIN' CARE OF ·BUSINESS!
For more information stop by the 6ill TABLE IN FRONT OF CEBA 11

il B•lflB.811
SAT. Aug. 25
Wed. Aug. 29

NOW IN THE UNIVERSITY SHOPPES
NEXT TO UC6 CINEMA.
Buy any sub & medium drink and
purchase your UC6
movie ticket for $1.00 off regular
price or student price.
Good anytime for any movie.

THE PARK APARTMENTS CLUBHOUSE
ON GOLDENROD ROAD, 1/4 MILE SOUTH
OF UNIVERSITY
8 PM CASUAL DRESS

Olf•OOod,,,., •S-"lcll-..,_Ono _

,.._Mil..,--.. --.

_ _
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I BUY ONE SUB,
: GET ONE for 99¢

Thurs. Aug. 30th
UNIVERSITY DINING ROOM
7:30 PM PROFESSIONAL DRESS

:

I

I or EQual or less ~lue I

I

I
I two medium
)DUr'· I
I 'iOft drinks
• ~ I
I ::.:::~..:!°::'.:~!:"9~'!.::.. I
wilh purchase ol

$1.00 OFF
:
ANY SUPER SUBl I

wnh purchase~ I
I
•
I
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of large
sort drink.
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Phone 277-0602 for call ahead orders.
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Responsibilities:

Petitions pick up:

• Allocating a 1.9 Million Dollar
Budget.
• Direct Representation of the
Students from each College.
• Lobbying the Local & State
Governments for Higher
Education Issues.
• A Representative Voice of the
Student Body with the
Administration, Faculty,and
Staff.

•Monday

August 27th
at 9:00 am

Elections in the Fall of 1990:
• Tuesday
• Wednesday

Sept.18th
Sept.19th

All Election Times
will be from

10:00 am until 7:00 pm

For more information contact Student Goyernment at 275-2191 or stop by
Student Center 155.

NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED!!!
,
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FAST FOOD
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boxes and containers from
the store's inventory," Roger
Rydell, director of public
affairS, said. He said Pizza
Hut is reducing the amount
of waste and changing the
type of storage containers
used. They use plastic bags
instead of tin cans for pizza
and spaghetti sauces.
"Our pizza boxes are 70
percent recycled material.
The napkins and place mats
are biodegradable," Rydell
said. "Items that need to be
improved are plastic
products.
There is a
biodegradable plastic which
is currently available. We are
also looking into that."
Not in the mood for
burgers, subs or pizzashow about chicken or fish?
'We're looking at recycling

with a pilot project in
Massachusetts," Richard
Detwyler, director of public
affairs at Kentucky Fried
Chicken, said. "We're using
polystyrene cutlery, drink
and bucket lids and foam
food containers for mashed
potatoes and coleslaw." .
Detwyler added, "It's
difficult to recycle paper
packaging because it
absorbs the food.
An
example would be the
chicken bucket. The residue
left over from the food ruins
recycling. Also, as much as
80 percent is take-out, so we
can't
recycle those
products."
For seafood lovers,
Captain D's has started pilot
projects in Atlanta, Ga., and
Tennessee. They recycle
cardboard
and
use
recyclable plastic products.
Captain is also switching to
a photo-degradable bag.

The
"OLDEST and MOST PRESTIGIOUS
BUSINESS FRATERNITY"

When you party
remember to ...

•

is NOW at U.C.F.

AK\Jl
Don't get wrecked. lf you're not
sober- or you're not surelet someone else do the driving
,.\ messa1-tepr01ided hy thisnt'l\ S(Xtpcr
and Beer Drinkersof America

BROTHERHOOD
LEADERSHIP

UNITY
EDUCATION

Come and See Us Outside CEBA II on
August 20-24 and August 27-31

National Headquarters
150 Paularlno Ave. , Suite 190
Costa Mesa, CA 92626
7141557-2337
1-800-441-2337
lk:t-r t>n11l.,"Q o( \nk·rlc:a ha 11<111-pnlhl 1MN1111l'r nk"llllk-Nlip
orpnll'.JtkN1 up.11 •11111 111pt.'NJO>111.t-r 1hr :l)lt' "'!I

Informational Meeting on August 23rd and 29th at
7:00 pm at the Student Center Rm. 211

BUSINESS
FROMPAGE2
business appointments, and
steals a tart's heart. Comic
situations using Jimmy's
street-wtse attitude in highsociety circumstances are
nothing to write home about.
In fact, the entire film feels
like a sevent h- inning
stretch.
To simplify- it's Belushi
acting "cutsie." Mazursky
and Abrams never allow
Jimmy to be funny. Even
Belushi's wit, best seen in
Red Heat. couldn't kick-start
the laughs.
Meanwhile, Spencer runs
into a gauntlet of bad luck,
keeping him away long
enough for all .of this to
happen. And what happens
to Spencer isn't half as bad as
what Grodin-the-actor had
to endure with the lacking
script.
Director Arthur Hiller
(Outrageous

Your Off Campus Bookstore
•

*

*To rush around, grabbing books, praying for USED copies!!!
WE HAVE MORE NEW AND USED UCF BOOKS THAN EVER BEFORE!
•SCHOOL SUPPLIES
•BACKPACKS

• HALLMARK CARDS
• UCF CLOTHING
Black and
gold sweatshi r1 s
$9.95

Fortune)

shouldn't be blamed either
for this escapade of .a film.
ThiS being Mazursky and
Abrams' first film of a threepicture deal with Hollywood
Even
the
Pictures.
film's title isn't original.
Copping a popular song and
using it as a cheap tie-in to
the plot is generally suicide.
Just think of this category's
grisly alumni--Girls Just

Quality Outdoor Gear
Full time Warranty

Writing Tablets
5x8 3 for99¢
81 /2x11
3 for $1 .75

•
Backpacks
$5.00 off

Order your college ring NOW.
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Representative in store Aug. 22-24, 10-Sp.m.

Wanna Have Fun, Jumptn'
Jack Flash, Walk Like a
Man- all forgettable films.

Too bad the liSt just grew
longer.
Taking Care ofBusiness gets
one Star.

• STUDY GUIDES
•JOSTENS CLASS RINGS

•

Dume Bags
was $28.00
Now$9.95

•
•

UNIVERSITY BLVD.
ATALAFAYA TRAIL
658-4612

•
•

